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Abstract—The rapidly increasing amount of video collections,
available on the web or via broadcasting, motivated research
towards building intelligent tools for searching, rating, indexing
and retrieval purposes. Establishing a semantic representation
of visual data, mainly in textual form, is one of the important
tasks. The time needed for building and maintaining Ontologies
and knowledge, especially for wide domain, and the efforts for
integrating several approaches emphasize the need for unified
generic commonsense knowledgebase for visual applications.

In this paper, we propose a novel commonsense knowledgebase
that forms the link between the visual world and its semantic
textual representation. We refer to it as ”VisualNet”. VisualNet
is obtained by our fully automated engine that constructs a
new unified structure concluding the knowledge from two com-
monsense knowledgebases, namely WordNet and ConceptNet.
This knowledge is extracted by performing analysis operations
on WordNet and ConceptNet contents, and then only useful
knowledge in visual domain applications is considered. Moreover,
this automatic engine enables this knowledgebase to be developed,
updated and maintained automatically, synchronized with any
future enhancement on WordNet or ConceptNet.

Statistical properties of the proposed knowledgebase, in ad-
dition to an evaluation of a sample application results, show
coherency and effectiveness of the proposed knowledgebase and
its automatic engine.

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for intelligent mining and management tools, for
hugely increasing amount of video collections available, be-
came crucial. This motivated the work on Video Understanding
applications, like semantic video annotation, rating, indexing
and retrieval. Work in this area aims to fill the ”semantic gap”,
which is the difference between low-level visual features and
human’s perception. A number of approaches try to establish a
semantic representation of visual data in textual form to tackle
this issue. For achieving this aim, these approaches either build
a domain specific ”Ontology”, which refers to the theoretical
representation model in knowledge systems [1], or utilized
existing commonsense knowledgebases. The more increase of
these applications emphasize the need for standardization of
semantic tools used, which was our inspiration for a novel
commonsense knowledgebase for visual applications.

In this paper, a novel commonsense knowledgebase that
forms the link between the visual world and its semantic
textual representation is proposed. We refer to it as ”Visu-
alNet”. This knowledgebase is built by a fully automated
engine that performs analysis operations on both nodes and

relationships levels on both WordNet[2] and ConceptNet[3],
then a new unified structure is constructed containing only
useful knowledge in the visual domain.

In addition to that, this automatic engine reduces the time
and efforts needed for developing and maintaining such knowl-
edgebase. This is due to the fact that any new version of
”VisualNet” is built by just executing the automated engine
with any future enhancement in WordNet or ConceptNet.

Quantitative analysis shows effectiveness and comprehen-
siveness of the proposed knowledgebase’ representation and
how it manages to merge the advantages of both WordNet
and ConceptNet. Another experiment on video enhancing
annotation shows a promising improvement in the annotation
enhanced by this knowledgebase compared to the initial one.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II,
related previous work is discussed. A comparison between
WordNet and ConceptNet, in term of the visual data contents,
is presented in section III. Our VisualNet structure and the pro-
posed automatic building process are presented in section IV,
while the experiments, results and evaluation are described in
section V. The paper is finally concluded in section VI, where
future work is also suggested.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

This section focuses mainly on the key work of video
annotation and semantic retrieval systems.

Some approaches tried to use Ontology to detect visual
concepts. For example, in [4], Ontology was built by learning
concepts’ relationships based on analyzing co-occurrences
between concepts. Other approaches have directly included
visual knowledge in multimedia domain-specific Ontology, in
a form of low-level visual descriptors for concept instances,
to perform semantic annotation [5].

As these methods almost depend on rules that are created
by domain experts, they are subject to some inconsistency
inherited from variations of the involved humans’ culture,
mood, personality, as well as the specific topic. In addition
to that, they become almost less efficient in wider domains.

On the other side, research in text mining area manages
to build considerable commonsense knowledgebases. The
Commonsense is the information and facts that are expected
to be commonly known by ordinary people. WordNet [2],
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Fig. 1: An example of tree built for one tag based on WordNet.

Cyc [6] and ConceptNet [3] are considered to be the widest
commonsense knowledgebases currently in use.

In semantic video applications area, commonsense knowl-
edgebases have recently received some attention to solve
annotation issues, by finding related concepts. In [7] concepts’
relationships are learned, in public video databases, using
ConceptNet’s ”get context” functionality.

WordNet [2] has been utilized in many applications in this
area to find similar meaning annotations. For example, in [8],
a user, supported by WordNet, creates a visual concept for
a group of images. Then ConceptNet is used to calculate
the distance between the concepts. In addition to that, in our
previous work [9], a full automated framework for semantic
video annotation in wide-domain has been presented based on
using WordNet and ConceptNet separately.

In summary, as current research in visual semantic indexing
and retrieval on wide domain increases, it needs establish-
ing knowledge suits its nature for different applications. For
that purpose, we try to provide a solution by presenting
a novel automatic knowledgebase for visual domain. This
knowledgebase utilizes strong functionalities of two of largest
knowledgebases, WordNet and the ConceptNet, trying to fulfill
special requests of this domain.

III. CONCEPTNET VS. WORDNET

In this section, surface and deep comparisons between the
utilized knowledgebases are presented.

A. WordNet

WordNet gained wide popularity and usage due to its
ease of use and wideness of trusted laboratories entered
information[2]. It is a very rich non-domain-specific knowl-
edgebase of lexical units that consist of several synonym
words. In addition to that it has rich abstraction taxonomies.
Figure 1 shows an example of a tree resulted by selecting
synonym sets for the word ”fly” and their hypernym sets.
WordNet is effective for studying the relationships among
similar meaning words, generalization or specialization. For
example, it identifies the relationship between ”test” and
”exam” as equal meaning words. On the other hand, it is less

fly at sky

airplane

flyusedFor
capableOf

take off 

capableOf airport
locationAt

land

capableOf

perform 
flight test 

subEventOf
subEventOf

S=0.9

S=0.9

S=0.15

S=0.15

S=0.85

Fig. 2: A snapshot of ConceptNet relationships.

able to link the different elements of real life scenes like the
relationship between ”airplane” and ”sky”.

B. ConceptNet

ConceptNet[3] is currently considered to be the largest com-
monsense knowledgebase [10], [3]. Each node is a concept,
which is a part of a sentence that expresses a meaning. Con-
ceptNet is a very rich knowledgebase for several aspects: First,
the huge number of assertions and nodes contained. Second,
the wide range of information included. Finally, the various
types of relationships that hold description parameters existed.
Figure 2 presents a snapshot of ConceptNet. In contrast to
what mentioned in WordNet, ConceptNet is very useful in
describing real life scenes, but it is weak in identifying the
exact relation between related meaning words.

IV. VISUALNET

In this section, the proposed VisualNet automatic construc-
tion framework, structure and properties are described. First,
the reasons for selecting ConceptNet and WordNet together to
form the core of VisualNet are explained:

• Both nets are general-purpose, which serves our aim in
dealing with wide-domain videos.

• Both nets have natural language form.
• Both nets have semantic relational structure.
• While ConceptNet nodes mainly address everyday life,

WordNet focuses mainly on formal taxonomies. For ex-
ample: while in ConceptNet ”dog isA pet”, in WordNet
”dog isA mammal”.

• There is no connection between sentence parts in Word-
Net, but in contrast, ConceptNet has relationships that
connect objects to their events, and objects to their
locations.

• ”Synsets” relationship in WordNet gives almost equal
meaning words with little amount of abstraction, which
is useful in many situations in our processing. But in
contrast, ConceptNet’s ”isA” relationship is a mixture
between abstraction and equality and sometimes just a
property of a node. Therefore, it’s neither symmetric
relationship, to be considered as synonym, nor fully
asymmetric, to be considered as abstraction.
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Fig. 3: VisualNet Building Framework

Construction of new knowledgebase for visual applications
is needed for:

• The main issue is the difference between natures of
text related to visual field applications and traditional
text mining applications. This is mainly because analysis
in traditional applications is performed on full meaning
sentences or even on a full integrated document. But in
visual field, video clips/images are annotated usually with
a semi sentence, simple title or just few separated tags.

• The nature of description of visual scenes affects the
structure of the Net also. In VisualNet the meaning is
constructed via connecting the three parts of the visual
world, Objects, Events and Locations.

• There are extra un-needed words in ConceptNet nodes.
Thus, VisualNet become more efficient version as the
comparison with sentences in any application is direct
without the need of processing the nodes each time.
This clearing operation is also leading to higher score
relationships as matched core nodes are merged, which
achieve more efficiency also besides the increasing of
certainty of relationships.

• The new representation of the net constructed. VisualNet
nodes have similar structure of WordNet nodes, so the
meaning of phrase is explained by its synonyms. How-
ever, VisualNet relationships have similar structure of
ConceptNet, so it has wider relationships types and each
relationship holds fields express its weight in the real life.

• Unifying the process so that no need to deal with two
separated layers, ConceptNet and WordNet.

• Not all nodes or even relationships’ types are needed in
the visual domain, which results a lighter version.

• VisualNet has better performance than using both nets
together.

Figure 3 shows the stages of building the VisualNet, which
is divided into three stages as follows:

A. STAGE 1: Relations Filtering

The result of this stage can be considered as a skimmed
version of ConceptNet, as only useful and needed relationships
are extracted. The decision is made depending on type of
the relation, contents of the nodes, and the parameters of the
relation. First, only affirmative relations are taken, as dissent-
ing relations, like ”airplane doesn’t drink coffee”, do not add
much as refusal relations. Secondly, special case relations that
contain information on the level of names like ”jack capableOf
ride a car” and misspelled ones are discarded. In addition to
that, uncertain relations, which have no agreement about their
validity among contributors, are also removed.

After that, the relationships’ types that have usefulness in
the visual data field are selected. These relationships are:
”capableOf”, ”usedFor”, ”locationAt”, ”isA”. These rela-
tionships occupies about the third of ConceptNet, in spite
of that there are 24 relationships types, which shows their
importance. However, for the reasons mentioned before, about
the ”isA” relation in ConceptNet, it will be replaced by the
same relation from WordNet in the next stages.

Both the ”capableOf” and the ”usedFor” relations are
merged into one relation called the ”event”. As the parameters
of each relationship in ConceptNet are kept in VisualNet, this
merging will also involve unifying these parameters. Thus, this
will increase the certainty of these parameters. For example
the score filed of each ”event” relation in VisualNet is simply
the adding of scores for both matched ”capableOf” and the
”usedFor”. These parameters somehow reflect the weight
of the relation in the real life, so they are useful in many
applications on this knowledgebase.

As a result, this filtering reduces the number of relations
from 480 K to 150 K. And the resulted Net contains ”event”
and ”locationAt” relations types only. In the next stage, an
analysis operation is performed on nodes to extract the core.
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Fig. 4: Nodes Analysis Examples.

B. STAGE 2: Nodes Analysis

Given the skimmed version relatively of ConceptNet that
contains only the useful relationships visually, this stage’s
main purpose is to analyze the nodes to obtain their cores and
delete any extra words. Then, to format the analyzed nodes in
more comparable way and merge matched resulted ones.

Although in many mining applications, it is useful to use
ConceptNet nodes directly to get related concepts, but in our
case, it is more useful to obtain the core of these concepts. That
is mainly to achieve the most efficient results from merging
ConceptNet and WordNet, and because the aim is to form
annotations by connecting three parts-of-speech that represent
the visual elements of objects, locations, and events.

First of all, each node will be tagged as a ”noun” or ”verb”
according to its rule in its ingoing and outgoing relationships.
Then it is analyzed to get the core phrase matching its type.
Hence, the extra words are deleted, or if the concept holds
more than one meaning, the node is split as depicted in
figures 4a and 4b. This is done by tagging each node’s words
using Stanford parser [11], and deleting non-useful parts of
sentence in visual field. The non-useful parts in this area vary
from some prepositions and stop words to some adjectives
and adverbs. Prepositions and stop words lists are founded in
many text mining tools and dictionaries. However, currently
the non-useful adjectives and adverbs are selected manually
from list of most used ones. For example ”fast” is a useful
adjective in visual area because it holds a meaning related to
motion, but ”better” is not as it does not reflect of low-level
visual features in an agreed way. Then a split operation will be
applied to divide some complex nodes into parts and establish
new relationships.

In the example shown in figure 4b, it is clear how the Net
started to turn to another kind of graph as not all nodes are
equal any more. But some nodes form a root of a local tree.
Hence, each dependant relation can not be considered alone in
the inference process. i.e. in the same example, two relation
can be concluded ”airplane can fly” and ”airplane can fly at
sky”, but clearly fly at sky is non-sense.

Although the output of this stage is fully extracted from
ConceptNet but it forms a new representation on the nodes
level and the whole net. As nodes formatted in comparable
way to WordNet, the merge with WordNet nodes became
possible for ambiguity reduction. In the next stage, the current
nodes are replaced with WordNet nodes semantically.

C. STAGE 3: Nodes Expansion

At the end of previous stage, a new knowledgebase is fully
extracted from ConceptNet. The structure is changed a little as
some nodes have their own local trees. The nodes consist of
the simplest speech units and the scores for relations are more
certain resulted from mixing the matched relations. However,
as nodes consist of simplest part of speech without context,
they still hold some ambiguity. For example, a node that
contains only the word ”spring” can not be known if it means
the beautiful season, a source of water or a metal device.
WordNet is utilized in our work to tackle this issue.

As mentioned before, WordNet consists of units each of
which contains a group of equal meaning words (”synonyms”).
In this layer, previous resulted nodes are extended to be
explained by merging with these units as follows. First, each
sentence is tokenized and the words are returned to the original
form, then the sentence is formatted again. For example,
”coffee shops”, ”taking off” becomes ” coffee shop”, ”take off
”. Second, each resulted node is replaced by the best synonym
set that suits the meaning of the relation. The selection of the
best matching meaning is explained in details below. Finally,
all resulted matched relations are merged so that they gain
higher certainty score. An example of these operations is
depicted in Figure 4c.

The selection of best matching meaning, in the second step,
has three cases as follows:

1) The resulted node has one synonym set that matches its
type, so it is selected.

2) The resulted node has more than one synonym set, so
all of them will be hold temporarily. Then in the final
merging step the intersection will be taken because it
explains the meaning of the sentence

3) If the resulted node has no synonyms, it will be analyzed
and the main part will be taken recursively and the
operation will be repeated. If the analysis reaches to
one word level without any synonym, the whole node
will be deleted.

This stage not only increases the score of existing relations
and decreases the nodes ambiguity, but it also adds new
nodes/relationships. This is a result of the fact that, WordNet
synonym sets contain the similar meaning parts of speech
regardless the variety of names used for the same or similar
objects (e.g. car, automobile), the way of describing the event
or action (e.g. speed up, accelerate, gain speed), or different
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Event
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Fig. 5: A snapshot of VisualNet structure

spelling in various versions of the language (e.g. aeroplane in
British, airplane in American English).

V. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND EVALUATION

TABLE I: Comparing Nets statistics

ConceptNet VisualNet
Nodes 136145 117918
Relationships 154322 138463
Interdependency 2.27 2.35

In table I, the statistics about the three nets are shown. In-
terdependency, which formulated in equation 1, represents the
average number of outbound and inbound edges (relationships)
connected to each node. This factor is very important as it
shows how much the node is explained by related nodes and
how much new information can be concluded starting from
one node.

I =
∑N

i=1(R
in
i + Rout

i )
N

(1)

Where: I is the Interdependency ratio, N is the total number of
nodes, Rin

i and Rout
i are the number of inward and outward

relationships, respectively, for the node(i).
Comparing those statistics, it can be seen that in VisualNet

the number of nodes and relationships is reduced, compared to
same relations types in ConceptNet. This is due to deleting the
unnecessary nodes/relations and merging the matched ones.

Interdependency is more important as it justifies coherency
and usefulness of the proposed VisualNet in the semantic
inference as explained.

Enhance annotations application experiment:
This experiment is an improvement to our previous work

in [12], which performed in smaller dataset and used WordNet
and ConceptNet separately. The aim of this experiment is to
automatically enhance annotations for manually tagged web-
based video clips for indexing and retrieval purposes. This
experiment was performed on random wide-domain video
clips from the vimeo.com website, which is a personal con-
tributed video website. In 1937 randomly selected video clips
containing 10804 tags, each annotation tag is usually consists
of one word or a small incomplete phrase. To achieve this
enhancement, existing initial tags are spelling checked, and
then each tag activates the matching node in VisualNet. As

this node represents a root of a local tree, all children nodes,
which represent the equal meaning synonyms and abstraction
taxonomy hyponyms also, will be activated.

This tree is very rich comparing to the initial annotations’
entries, and users can search for concept using abstraction.
For example, although people do not tend to annotate a clip
that has a ”car” using the word ”vehicle”, it is still highly
expected that searching for ”vehicle” should return all videos
containing cars. This is achieved using our expansion tree, in
contrast to the difficulty of achieving that through the initial
tags.

As a result, it is clear that the expansion will highly increase
the number of relevant tags. But it is clear that not all of these
tags are valid, because each tag takes all possible meaning
for all possible parts of speech. Hence, the next step is to
validate those candidate annotation tags. This is done by
activating only relationships which have two active nodes in
their sides. As a result, new output annotations will be formed
from the activated relationships and their nodes. The results
were evaluated using Retrieval degree, Enrichment ratio and
Diversity.

A. Retrieval degree

For retrieval purposes, the average number of video clips
that correctly retrieved for a query phrase is calculated. Ini-
tially it was 1.83 video per query, but, using our framework,
the average has been increased to 6.86 video per query,
figure 6a.

B. Enrichment ratio

Tagging ratio, which is the average number of tags per
video, and Enrichment ratio, which is the percentage of
tagging ratio increase after enhancing annotation, formulas are
explained in equations 2 and 3 respectively.

T =
∑N

i=1(Ci + Mi)
N

(2)

Where: T is the Tagging ratio, N is the total number of videos,
Ci and Mi are the number of Correct and Misspelled tags in
video(i).

E = T2 / T1 (3)

Where: E is the Enrichment ratio, T1 and T2 are the Tagging
ratio before and after enhancement respectively.

As tagging ratio has risen from 5.58 tags per video clips
in the dataset to 17.99 tags after annotations’ enhancing,
enrichment ratio has achieved a considerable degree about
323%. This is although 2.34 misspelled tags per video were
removed. Figure 6b depicts the ratio of initial correct and
misspelled tags to the resulted correct spelling tags.

C. Diversity

The Diversity of annotations express the different topics
exist in the dataset. It has been raised in a noticeable degree
also from 5920 different tags in the first stage to 12112.
This diversity achieves 205% increase in the topics indexed.
Figure 6c demonstrate this increasing of all differentiated tags.
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Fig. 6: Results evaluation.

These results show that searching for a video over enhanced
tags outperforms searching using the original tags in terms of
tags enrichment ability, Concept Diversity and most impor-
tantly retrieval performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a novel commonsense knowl-
edgebase, ”VisualNet”, for high-level semantic visual domain
applications. This knowledgebase is automatically built by
carefully and intelligently merging contents and functionalities
from two non-domain-specific wide-known knowledgebases in
text mining applications; namely WordNet and ConceptNet.
The automatic engine enables this knowledgebase to be de-
veloped, updated, maintained and automatically synchronized
with future enhancements of WordNet and ConceptNet.

Statistical properties of the three knowledgebases shows that
the proposed knowledgebase manages to merge advantages of
both WordNet and ConceptNet. That is because in spite of it
has lower number of nodes, its nodes have more interdepen-
dency and less ambiguity.

An experiment on one possible application, which is video
annotation enhancement for indexing purposes, based on the
proposed knowledgebase has been demonstrated. The quan-
titative evaluation of this experiment is represented by tags
enrichment ability, Concept Diversity and the most importantly
retrieval performance. This evaluation illustrates effectiveness
and usefulness of this knowledgebase in visual applications.

Hence, both evaluations demonstrate coherency, strength
and usefulness of the proposed VisualNet knowledgebase.

The proposed knowledgebase opens search towards multiple
wider semantic video and image applications. In addition to
that, some enhancements on the net are under investigation.
One enhancement is to automatically classify the non-related
words to visual field, and another is an automatic correction
of misspelled words using the net to select the most related
word from the correction candidates.
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